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5TH QUARTERLY MEETING MINUTES - 4TH JUNE 2014  

MATATIELE METHODIST HALL, HIGH STREET, MATATIELE 

 

1. Welcome and Introduction of the participants: please refer to attached agenda 

2. Apologies: received from 

3. Minutes of the last meeting and Matters arising 

Minutes were read and adopted. 

 Presentations made to Matatiele Municipality strategic planning sessions, highlighting water as a priority, 

recognised by Council. Job opportunities related to water security include Working for Water and wetlands 

programmes. WSU requested references for people involved to obtain data and assist with research: 

agreed to contact ERS, CSA and EWT for GIS and project information. 

Climate change summit update: reports done, Yamkela was introduced as the climate change person for 

CSA based in Matatiele office. 

4.  Updates from partner organisations on current initiatives: 

 

a. Save Act groups and agricultural projects (Erna Kruger & Nolufefe Nonjeke-Dlanjwa) 

Erna gave an outline of elements of the system, including simple layouts and low inputs, focussed on 

sustainability, with cultivation aimed at reducing run-off and erosion as well as increasing yields with lower 

inputs. Showed comparison of different planters, intercropping and beneficiaries planning and managing 

own production. 

Question was raised if they do work with Department of Agriculture? No, not much collaboration. 

What do you do to make sure people get engaged even without intervention from NGOs post harvesting 

support? Nothing in place because the communities have idea that the produce will rot before it goes to 

the market. Generally harvest is normally too small so its consumed before it gets rotten.  

Any introduction of the system to store food? There is harvest comparison done year after year. Focus on 

food security rather than commercialisation. 

b. DWA catchment classification project (Lawrence Mulangaphuma) 

The purpose of the presentation is to provide necessary information to engage with stakeholders on 

Umzimvubu classification and resource quality study, to manage information on Umzimvubu catchment so 

that there is no duplication of activities. Sourcing of data, giving background to water resources 

classification. The speaker mentioned that we need to conserve our water since water is life. 

Back ground: Resource quality of objective is to establish a clear integrated Water Resource Management. 

The study area: map was shown. The study process includes 6 steps, with some in-house tasks; the main 

classification and resources study will take place once the contract is signed with a suitable service 

provider. 

Dr Kuriah asked how Water Affairs is going to engage in activities that are currently done in the catchment. 

Response was that they will partner with Universities, engage with catchment forum making sure there are 

standing committee meetings and they should be able to translate the study into the language that 

community members should understand. 

Data: DWA wants to know what is available so that duplication could be avoided and the gap analysis be 

done. ERS will supply what information is available from UCPP database. Lawrence thanked the forum and 

congratulated UCPP on this alliance initiative. 
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c. Fire Wise: 2014 firebreak plan (George Mosheshoe and Levy Majikijela) 

Levy mentioned that they are worried as the grass is growing very long in the communities it therefore 

becomes fire hazard in winter and went ahead to mention that on the following week, they will be starting 

to burn fire breaks. An open ended break will also be done across the base of the mountains using 

helicopter support. 

d. IMA /INR DEA NRM LUI project (Lumko Mboyi & Sue Carter-Brown) 

Working at Mafube and Ntenetyana doing alien clearing and range restoration with herders and livestock 

associations. Exploring new strategies to optimize land rehabilitation, reduce soil erosion effects. Invited 

Working for Water team from Okhombe to teach Mafube and Ntenetyana teams on how to rehabilitate 

areas that are eroded both on cleared areas and non-cleared areas. ERS supervisors also invited to join the 

practical learning exchange. 

Involved the community to form livestock association for purposes of land restoration for long term 

objectives especially once the wage incentives is over and there is willingness from the  community to own 

the project once there is no more funds from government. 

We are also using the approach of seeding and trampling on areas that have been cleared and there is a big 

difference because where cattle have trampled, there is more regrowth and seeds popping up which at 

latter stage will reduce costs of follow up. 

A complement came from Nicky for their approach and willingness to exchange learning.  

Governance issues were queried: they have just started recently the committee was set up only for a short 

time. 

e.  Post St John Innovation Programme. 

In Phase 1 -they look for what the community members want to do  

Phase 2 –learn about the topic in a simplified manner. 

Phase 3- They decide on the work that they can do. Pictures of different things were showed where 

communities themselves constructed a baking oven project. 

There is full involvement of the community especially their ideas which contributes much on the 

development of the projects in the area and the cultural development.The community members still 

appreciate the traditional way of preparing meals, conducting feasts and food security ideas. 

Why are they not having any large projects of even making a market place where they can be able to sell 

and maximize profits? 

The idea is to start small, showing people that they can be able to produce their own food like processing 

maize to maize meal. 

When they have more than enough, its then they can be able to start commercializing their food produce. 

Dr Kuriah commented that UCPP Forum is a great space for sharing experiences, so as not to repeat the 

same ‘mistakes’ made by other implementers and projects: focus on sharing best practise. 

f. CSA/ERS DEA NRM LUI projects (Gerbrand Nel and Nicky McLeod) 

Improve follow-up techniques by Eco rangers: trampling, hand pulling and brashing (debarking) the 

regrowth. Need to advocate for more sustainable LUI approach and clearing norms, which facilitate post-

project continuation by beneficiaries. 

Still preparing APO for ward 7 and 21 to expand the approach. 

Introducing the concept of incentives for a long term benefit instead of relying on wages incentive only, 

which is normally a short term process. 
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Dr Kuriah asked in the long term how much do you think can be cleared as UCPP Forum? 

How can we eradicate this problem? Answer: we will never eradicate this problem instead we can manage 

it, control the trees from further spreading. 

Nicky mentioned that most people use wattle as firewood, furniture and fencing: it is a paradox species 

which buffers poverty effects. Need to rethink approach to management rather than eradication. 

Val Payn mentioned that if wattle is managed, it becomes a resource to the users. Recommended DEA to 

work with the communities. 

Toto raised a question: what other incentives do you give to the communities, apart from wages? 

Communities can use the cleared biomass as charcoal but needs more exploration for commercialisation. 

Action: trying to engage different organisation to come up with ideas on how to develop another incentives 

for a long term benefit. 

g. Matatiele mining prospecting applications  - update 

Still on hold. No further progress, but further notices adverts were placed in local papers. Local members 

keeping a watch on the public consultation process. 

h. Vulnerability assessment for District – summit update. 

The chairperson mentioned about climate change concept which CSA in partnership with Alfred Nzo are 

working on. There is a newly appointed person at CSA who will work on climate change: Yamkela. 

i. CMA establishment update  

There is a business case which has been compiled by DWA, with UCPP represented by CSA, ERS, ANDM and 

WSA, and stake holders are given a chance to comment and add ideas. Endorsement of the business case 

may be delayed due to reshuffling of cabinet. 

5. Upcoming events & Announcements: 

(i) Umzimvubu Source to sea exploration – Nick King from SWC outlined a draft concept for exploring 

source to sea by air, with support from Bataleurs flight sponsorship. Will compliment concept for a ground 

truthing trip along river to collect data on water quality, alien infestation, riparian land use etc which was 

presented at previous meeting by ERS and EWT. 

(ii) Freedom challenge – Tsepo Leshodu from Mehloding gave an update on the annual mountain bike race 

from PMB to Cape Town, which will take place towards end of June. Makes use of local hiking trail chalets 

and gives exposure for the Matatiele area.  

(iii) Survey and data base of members: Nicky thanked those who had responded, and requested others to 

please return completed survey forms so we can get a database and some stats on membership to use for 

promoting catchment objectives and progress. 

6. Feedback on Vubuzela newspaper & and comms Support (Nolu Kwayimani)  

The first edition of Vubuzela was introduced, with printing costs covered through a CSA donor. Members 

commended the initiative, and it was agreed that a basic editorial forum would assist to gather and 

compile quarterly productions. Should include  arrange of information including conservation, water, 

environment, education and schools, sports, tourism etc. 

7. Any other items arising, and next meeting date. 

Next quarterly meeting scheduled for 3rd September 2014, same venue. 

 

 

 


